We revealed that 180-degree domain walls in a strained ferroelectric film can induce p-n junctions in a graphene channel and lead to the nontrivial temperature and gate voltage dependences of the perpendicular modes of the integer quantum Hall effect. In particular the number of perpendicular modes v ⊥ , corresponding to the p-n junction across the graphene channel, varies with the gate voltage increase from small integers to higher non-integer numbers, e.g. v ⊥ =1.9, 2,…, 5.1, 6.875, …9.1…, 23,…37.4, in the vicinity of the transition temperature from ferroelectric to paraelectric phase. The non-integer numbers and their irregular sequence principally differ from the sequence of non-integer numbers ν = 3/2, 5/3… reported earlier. The unusual v ⊥ -numbers originate from significantly different numbers of the edge modes, ν 1 and ν 2 , corresponding to different concentration of carriers in the left (n 1 ) and right (n 2 ) domains of p-n junction boundary. The concentrations n 1 and n 2 are determined by the gate voltage and spontaneous polarization contributions, and so their difference originates from the different direction of the spontaneous polarization in different domains of the strained ferroelectric film. The difference between n 1 and n 2 disappears with the vanishing of the film spontaneous polarization in a paraelectric phase. The temperature of the phase transition from the ferroelectric to paraelectric phase taking place in a strained ferroelectric film can be varied in a wide temperature range by an appropriate choice of misfit strain. So that the first plateaus of the predicted IQHE effect can be observed even at room temperatures *
I. INTRODUCTION
The unique band spectrum of graphene [1, 2, 3] leads to unconventional integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) [4, 5, 6] . It had been demonstrated theoretically that Dirac-like spectrum of graphene, and, consequently, additional double degeneration of a zero Landau level (LL), which is common for conduction and valence bands, results in a special form of a Hall quantization [7] :
Here is the xy-component of conductance tensor. The value ν is the number of edge modes [6] .
The Hall plateaus are centered around the
is an integer number.
The inner spin-valley symmetry in graphene leads to four-fold degeneracy of each LL, but LL with has an additional double degeneracy. Nonzero k is given by expression [6] :
Symbol "[]" stands for the integer part of a number; n is the 2D concentration of electrons in graphene channel, and
is the density of magnetic field flux, threading the 2D surface corresponding to the degree of the k-th LL occupation.
Abanin and Levitov [8] have explained theoretically the peculiarities of IQHE observed experimentally in graphene with p-n junction across the conduction channel [9] . It has been demonstrated, that the electron and hole modes can mix at the p-n boundary in the bipolar regime, leading to current partition and quantized short noise. On the contrary, recently the formation of IQHE with p-n junctions created along the longitudinal direction of graphene cannel had been studied [10] , and the enhanced conductance can be observed in the case of bipolar doping. In both cases (p-n junction along and across the channel) IQHE observation can be exploited to probe the behavior and interaction of quantum Hall channels.
Recently [11, 12] we have studied the conductivity of graphene channel with the p-n junction induced by a 180-degree ferroelectric domain wall (FDW) in a ferroelectric film that was a substrate.
P-N junction in graphene at FDW was studied experimentally in Refs. [13, 14] . These papers gave an evidence for a possibility to get p-n junctions in graphene without complicated system of several local gates, etc. Later on we have studied the p-n junction dynamics induced in a graphene channel by a FDW motion in the substrate [15] and demonstrated the possibility how to vary a number of p-n junctions in a channel between the source and drain electrodes by the motion of FDW in a ferroelectric substrate [16] .
In this work we study the peculiarities of IQHE in graphene channel with p-n junction at FDW in a strained ferroelectric film on a thick rigid substrate electrode. Noteworthy, that the temperature of phase transition from the ferroelectric (FE) to paraelectric (PE) phase taking place in a strained ferroelectric film can be changed by a misfit strain in a wide temperature range including room temperatures [17] . Utilizing the fact, we revealed the unusual features of the IQHE in graphene at room temperature, unknown earlier to the best of our knowledge. Despite we have an integer character of QHE on both sides of FDW, the total number of perpendicular modes proves to be non-integer in a very nontrivial way.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
System under consideration is similar to the one examined in Ref. [15] and shown in Fig.1 Schematics of the p-n junction created along the graphene conducting channel by in-plane flux-closure domains.
A. Basic assumptions Assumption 1. We regard that the graphene channel is highly homogeneous, and so the scattering at short-range graphene defects is much smaller than the scattering at surface ionized impurities. Production of homogeneous graphene channels is a usual routine now (see e.g. Ref. [19] ).
Assumption 2.
We consider a single-layer graphene at ambient conditions; therefore there
should not be any significant thermal effect for graphene edge states, which are considered within conventional formalism (see e.g. Refs. [20] and [8] [17] , and corresponding expression for the out-of-plane polarization has the form:
where T C is a Curie temperature of a bulk ferroelectric, is an electostriction coefficient, are elastic compliances, positive coefficient is expressed via inverse Curie-Weiss constant. Effective misfit strain is assumed to be equal to , when the ferroelectric film is free from misfit dislocations or other elastic defects, which can be natural sources for the strains relaxation (e.g. the thickness is smaller than the critical thickness of misfit dislocations appearance) [18] . 
T
In accordance with expression (3a) the transition temperature can be made close to the room temperature by choosing appropriate misfit strain (see estimates in the Supplement).
Assumption 4.
To minimize the surface-induced domain wall broadening, we regarded that the dead layer between the ferroelectric and graphene is absent (in contrast to our previous works [11, 12, 15] , where we considered it as an ultra-thin high-k dielectric layer) and assumed that the concentration of free carriers in graphene is high enough to provide the effective screening of spontaneous polarization in a ferroelectric. The assumption is realistic, because modern interface engineering of epitaxial hetero-structures allows one to control the existence of dead layers and their properties [23] .
When the role of the surface-induced domain wall broadening is minimal we can consider (as an estimate) the temperature dependence of the 180-degree FDW intrinsic width given by There is always some randomness in the structure of graphene edges, and, rigorously speaking, zigzag and armchair approximations generally considered for the edges (see e.g. Ref. [20] ), is not a reality, but rather theoretical models. However, a good correlation between experimental results and theoretical predictions demonstrates that these models work satisfactory not only for a physical graphene channel edge (see e.g. Ref. [6] ), but also for a virtual boundary between p-and n-regions created by electrostatic gates [9] . Therefore there in no reason to say that a proposed model will not work for a similar virtual boundary created by a rather sharp FDW, similar to the one examined theoretically in Ref. [11] .
B. Self-consistent problem
The concentration of carriers in a graphene channel placed at a single Ising-type 180-degree FDW on the left ( ) and right ( ) sides from the wall is defined by the difference of electric displacement normal components in the oxide layer and in the ferroelectric,
, and so it acquires the form:
( ) The above expressions for displacements utilizes the fact that the out-of-plane polarization component is given by expression
. In contrast, the dependences of the in-plane polarization components and on electric field E are linear and corresponding relative dielectric permittivities are equal, . Ferroelectric polarization distribution, , should be found self-consistently from the LGD type Euler-Lagrange equation
where the coefficient LGD potential expansion on the polarization powers (also called linear and nonlinear dielectric stiffness coefficients), g is a gradient coefficient.
The boundary conditions to Eq. (5) for polarization at the film surfaces can be regarded natural for the sake of simplicity, namely 0 , 0
. Equation (5) is coupled with the system of electrostatic equations for determination of electric potential, which have the form
Boundary conditions to Eqs.(6) are the fixed potential at the top gate,
, and zero potential at the bottom gate,
; the continuity of the electric potential at the graphene layer, ( )
( )
To make the system of equations (4)- (7) self-consistently closed, one should define the voltage dependence of . Since
, it is determined by the difference of 2D concentrations of electrons in the conduction band, , and holes in the valence band, , respectively, where is a Fermi energy level. Here an expression for the two-dimensional (2D) electron density of states in a gapless single-layer 
III. ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION
The self-consistent problem (5)- (7) was studied numerically for the ranges of parameters listed in Table I . 
are valid quantitatively with high accuracy (several %) far enough from the immediate vicinity of the FDW. For a negligibly small finite-size effect and dominating misfit effect in the strained film, the spontaneous polarization dependence on temperature T and misfit strain can be estimated as ε is its relative dielectric permittivity.
The thickness of 180-degree FDW is much smaller (less than 1 nm) than the domain period (more than 10 nm) at 5 K (see Fig.2) , and, of course, much smaller than the graphene channel length (more than 100 nm). The result (8) may seem not obvious, and to explain it we listed its analytical derivation in Appendix A in Supplementary Materials.
Corresponding number of edge modes, ν 1,2 , with carriers concentrations to the left and to the right sides of FDW boundary n 1,2 , are ( )
Expressions (3)- (4) are valid until the spontaneous polarization exists, i.e. at , because FDW and induced p-n junction disappear at temperatures .
Later we shall examine two cases: (a) p-n junction across the graphene conducting channel [ Fig.1(a) ], created by 180-degree domains; (b) p-n junction along the graphene conducting channel, [ Fig.1(b) ], created by in-plane flux-closure domains [30, 31] . For the "perpendicular" case (a) the conductance in QHE regime is governed by a number of modes [8] 
where ν 1,2 are determined by Eq.(9) with different polarization directions ( ) corresponding to left and right sides of p-n junction.
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On the contrary, for the "parallel" case (b) the conductance in QHE regime is governed by a number of modes:
Physically Eqs (10a) and (10b) correspond to serial and parallel connection of domains in the ferroelectric substrate placed between the source and drain electrodes. For the case of the high spontaneous polarization, when the ratio e P S is much greater than the ratio Therefore the conductance of graphene channel in IQHE regime in the case of the presence of p-n junction induced by FDW is suppressed in two times for serial connection geometry, and enhanced in two times for the parallel geometry. Therefore while IQHE without p-n junction is characterized by However for the case of comparatively small P S , when the two addends in Eqs. (8) become of the same order, non-integer ν = 3/2, 5/3… , predicted in Ref. [8] for serial connection, can be realized along with many others fractions (although only integer ↑↑ ν are possible for the parallel connection).
For the case when the inequality (11) can be reached without the breakdown of the oxide layer, we get the boundary between unipolar regions with different level of doping instead of p-n junction.
As it was demonstrated in Ref. [8] , the conductance across the boundary is determined by those edge modes, which are in contact with both reservoirs and backscattering is suppressed in IQHE.
These yields to
On the contrary, the conduction is determined by a number of biased channels [10] and
} for the parallel connection.
IV. ANALYSIS OF NUMERICAL RESULTS
The reasonable ranges of parameters in Eqs. 
corresponds to the second order phase transition from the FE to PE phase. The FE-PE phase transition temperature of the strained ferroelectric film on a rigid substrate can be controlled by changing of misfit strain [17] and its thickness h due to the finite size effects [34] , namely:
where is the screening length in graphene layer that is typically smaller (or even much smaller) than 0. substrate pair, which defines the misfit strain and decreasing the film thickness below 100 nm due to the existence of the thickness-induced phase transition into a PE phase [34, 35] . 
Number of modes
Number of modes For graphene-on-ferroelectric applications one can use the fact, that the spontaneous polarization, Curie temperature and the PE-FE phase transition temperature of the strained ferroelectric film can be controlled by an appropriate choice of misfit strain (determined by the film and substrate materials) and film thickness (determined by the size effect) in a wide temperature range including room, lower and higher temperatures [17] . So that the first Hall plateaus of the predicted IQHE effects can be observed even at room temperatures. To resume, we revealed the unusual features of the IQHE in graphene, unknown earlier to the best of our knowledge. Despite we have an integer character of QHE at both sides of FDW, the total number of perpendicular modes proves to be non-integer in a very unusual way. The nature of this effect principally differs from the traditional non-integer QHE (see e.g. [37] ); and the electron gas does not condensate into a special liquid state in this case. Similar non-integer effect has been observed earlier for the p-n junction in graphene channel created by two gates [9] , however the presence of ferroelectric substrate with FDWs modifies the character of non-integer QHE and introduces new smart details into it.
